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A RC H I TECTURA L PHOTO G R APHY was transformed by the technological
innovations of the early 21st century. When Tom Crane began his career in 1967 as an
assistant to Ezra Stoller—the pre-eminent architectural photographer of the mid-20th
century—one of his tasks was to carry cartons of flash bulbs to the building whose interior
Stoller was to photograph. While Stoller set up his 4X5 View Camera—the standard piece
of equipment for architectural and many fine art photographers—Tom ran around arranging
flash devices, inserting bulbs, and waiting for Stoller’s signal to set them off manually to
provide the additional light Stoller wanted. When it was time for another shot, Tom ran
around repeating the same process all over again. Taking a single shot was time consuming
and labor intensive.
When he finished Stoller took his film negative into the dark room and made a black and
white print, with only the ability to adjust its lightness or darkness. Either he had the image
he wanted or he didn’t. Fortunately,
Stoller had a good eye and produced
many great photographs. His
documentation of Eero Saarinen’s
TWA Terminal (Figure 1), for example,
captures the sensuous beauty of the
building in dramatic images.
Although synchronized strobe lights
eventually replaced flash bulbs,
the 4X5 View Camera remained the
primary tool for the few architectural
photographers who followed in
the footsteps of Stoller and Julius
Shulman, the other great pioneer of
Figure 1
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architectural photography. However, by around 2005 everything had changed. Gone was
the 4X5 View Camera, gone was film, the darkroom, flash bulbs and strobe lights—even
the assistant willing to work for low pay to learn the tricks of the trade hoping eventually
to take away his teacher’s clients disappeared. Today’s architectural photographer is likely
to show up at a building alone with a camera in one hand and tripod in the other and not
much else. That image belies the fact that architectural photography today is a far more
collaborative process than it was in the past.
My first experience with architectural photography came in 1983 when I hired Peter Olson
to take photographs for Philadelphia Architecture, A Guide to the City. (Peter’s outstanding
photographs are now in a special collection at the Athenaeum of Philadelphia.) Over the
past decades I’ve hired others and selected images produced by many photographers for
their clients. While I knew what I liked, I never took the time to understand what went into
producing those photos. To improve my knowledge, I interviewed four of Philadelphia’s
architectural photographers whose work I know best (and have used in the guidebook)—
Tom Crane, Jeffrey Totaro, Barry Halkin and Todd Mason.
Tom Crane is the “dean” of Philadelphia’s current architectural photographers. He got
his start taking pictures of villages in Nigeria while in the Peace Corps. That portfolio of
work and a family contact got him the job as Stoller’s assistant. After other work in New
York, Tom moved to Philadelphia and opened his own studio in 1971. At the time Lawrence
Williams was the only architectural photographer in town and had all the clients. (His
archive of 240,000 photos is also in a special collection at the Athenaeum.) Although it was
difficult for Tom to get started, over the course of his career he has photographed numerous
buildings for many architects and was the exclusive photographer for Roger Moss’s three
books on Philadelphia’s historic Houses, Landmarks, and Sacred Places.
Jeff Totaro and Barry Halkin both came to photography after wanting to be architects
(as did Stoller). Jeff began taking pictures in high school, and then received his degree
in Architectural Engineering from Drexel, after which he worked for Ewing Cole. When he
discovered the 4X5 View Camera in 1993 and found he could now take the kind of pictures
he had dreamed of, he switched to photography full time. After working briefly for Tom, he
opened his own studio in 1996.
Barry became interested in becoming an architect as a result of an internship in the
11th grade at the Parkway School. He studied architecture at Ohio State University and
several other schools, but he was most attracted to the work of visionary architects
like Buckminster Fuller and Paolo Soleri—he even lived briefly in a geodesic dome and
worked at Soleri’s utopian project, Arcosanti, in Arizona. However, he was less interested
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in conventional architecture and so switched to photography. He is primarily self-taught,
although he also worked briefly for Tom; he opened his own studio in 1980 when there were
still very few specialized architectural photographers.
Todd Mason had the most conventional background in photography of the four. He
graduated from NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts intending to be a fine art photographer. His
interest in landscapes eventually led him to buildings and the feeling that he could be more
successful with a focus on architecture. Todd and Barry have been working together for over
ten years and formed the Halkin/ Mason partnership in 2013.
All four photographers started their careers with the 4X5 View Camera. Architectural
photographers were slow to switch to digital because the early digital cameras could not
produce the same quality images as the 4X5 camera. However, by the early 2000’s that had
changed and all moved over to digital, retraining themselves in not only the technology
of the new cameras but also the capabilities of Photoshop, the second essential tool for
today’s architectural photographer.
Digital images and Photoshop allow photographers to layer multiple exposures into a single
image. There is generally no need for artificial lighting, no need to be concerned about
the balance of different light sources or unwanted objects, all of which can be adjusted
or removed in Photoshop. Nor is there a need to worry about showing up on a cloudy
day; a blue sky can be imported from another image as can people or other objects. This
combination of hardware and software revolutionized architectural photography.
For all four photographers the process of producing an image begins and ends with
collaboration. Each values the direct participation of the architect either in a scouting
trip or at the actual shoot. This allows the architect to explain the intention of the design,
point out key features, and discuss the shots he or she has in mind. It also allows the
photographer and client to see why some shots might not work, to judge the best time of
day (or night) to capture specific qualities of the building and to evaluate logistical issues.
Architectural photography is about producing a useable product; the challenge for the
photographer is to figure out how to convey a three dimensional object in two dimensional
terms that allows people who may never see the actual building to appreciate its qualities
and character.
Almost all architectural photographs today are composites of multiple images brought
together in Photoshop. Here is where the second aspect of collaboration comes in. Those
multiple images are turned over to a person I call the Photoshop Whiz—someone who
knows the full technical capabilities of Photoshop. While Jeff has trained himself to be his
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own Photoshop Whiz, he still occasionally uses a technical consultant, as do all the others.
Finding someone who understands your approach is critical, and once you’ve found that
person it becomes a partnership you stick with. Barry and Todd have their own in-house
technical staff to insure the consistent high quality of their work.
Tom’s photograph of the interior of the Ivy Club at Princeton for Porphyrios Associates is a
case study in the technical aspects of digital photography. (Figure 2) What looks like one
image is actually two: to get a full view of the whole room, both floor and ceiling, one shot
was taken of the bottom half and another of the top and seamlessly stitched together
in Photoshop. The image itself is composed of ten separate bracketed exposures—an
unusually large number, most photos being composed of three or four exposures. This
allows different exposures to capture both the light shining through the back window as
well as the light on the ceiling. It allows Tom to stand on a ladder holding a curtain to shade
the light only to disappear in the final image, while a portrait that was actually in another
room magically appears over the fireplace. (Figure 3) The final result looks so natural it’s
hard to believe that it’s a technological invention.

Figure 2
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Figure 3

However, in spite of the importance of technology and the many things it can do to enhance
an image, in the final analysis what makes a really distinctive architectural photograph are
the same two qualities that made Stoller’s photos distinctive: composition and light. While
that sounds simple it isn’t. Composition involves decisions about the proper vantage point,
what to include or exclude, juxtaposition of elements, and whether to shoot close in or at
a distance. Light includes questions of color, time of day, shadows and sunlight. The ability
to balance these many competing issues is what produces an outstanding result, as the
following four photographs illustrate.
Tom’s photo of Claes Oldenburg’s Paintbrush (Figure 4) downplays the relationship to Frank
Furness’ Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in order to include the City Hall tower in the
composition. By doing so it gives the sculpture a sense of place most Philadelphian’s would
immediately recognize. Taking the photo from eye-level on the sidewalk emphasizes the
dramatic diagonal projection of the paintbrush against the vertical lines of architectural
elements, and gives it a sense of scale and power through the relationship to both the small
scale of the people walking by and the big scale of the City Hall tower.
Barry’s photograph of the Hoover Mason Trestle by Wallace Roberts Todd (Figure 5) achieves
the quality of a formal portrait through its direct view of the building. The combination of
the almost purple color of the sky at dusk, the red of the stacks and the bright white on the
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Figure 4

Figure 5

stair, creates a striking image that moves past simple documentation to a photograph that
to me is as vivid and compelling as a great painting.
Todd’s photograph of the DSU Optical Science Center by Richard + Bauer (Figure 6) shows
the potential of the opposite time of day and the importance of being there at the right
moment. For a very brief period of time at dawn, the sunrise sheds a pink light on the
panels of the façade in contrast to the dark morning sky. At first, this doesn’t appear to
even be a photo of a building; it could simply be a wall. But the underside reveals that the
building is triangular in shape. Taking the photograph at the apex of the triangle makes the
building almost disappear as a volume and creates a dramatic image of the façade against
the receding background.
Jeff’s photograph of the Cheesecake Factory by Bohlin Cywinski Jackson (Figure 7) is
another example of a special vision and the right timing. Glass buildings can be difficult to
photograph; during the day reflected light can often make a glass façade seem as opaque
as solid masonry. Rather than trying to shoot the building in the conventional way, with light
on the building, Jeff chose the opposite approach: to photograph it when the light was on
the surrounding buildings and their facades reflected in the glass. The result is a dazzling
photo that dematerializes the actual building and produces a provocative photograph that
could only have been taken at a particular moment in time.

Figure 6

Figure 7
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Each of these images suggests one final ingredient in making a great architectural
photograph. Some photographers and many architects come to a building with a specific
idea of the shots they think will be most distinctive. However, what these photographs
show is that the key to a great photo is not to come with a preconceived idea, but rather
to be open to what you find at the moment—the unusual light of dawn or dusk, a special
position—for in the end all great photographs are the result of a special kind of vision that
each of these four photographs admirably demonstrates.

